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Polarization entanglement of twin photons created in the process of parametric down-conversion is fully
determined by the pump polarization when the pump, signal, and idler beams are collinear with the symmetry
axis of the nonlinear crystal. We point out that in this situation a threefold rotational symmetry is needed for
the process to occur. We describe the polarization entanglement of the twin photons in terms of correlations on
the Poincare´ sphere. The inherent nonconservation of the intrinsic angular momentum of light in this process
is discussed.
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Polarization entanglement between pairs of photons is
commonly created in the process of spontaneous parametric
down-conversion ~SPDC!, where one photon absorbed from
a pump beam in a nonlinear crystal leads to the creation of
two photons, which are called signal and idler photons. The
crystal must have a nonvanishing second-order nonlinear
susceptibility, and polarization-entangled pairs are selected
by appropriate filtering of the down-converted light.
In general, the orbital and intrinsic angular momenta of
the light field are not conserved in the SPDC process @1,2#.
In the special case that pump, signal, and idler beams have a
common axis, the orbital angular momentum along this axis
is conserved at the single-photon level @3–5#. This follows
basically from the overlap integral of the pump field and the
product of signal and idler, which involves the integral
*df exp@if(lp2ls2li)#, with f the azimuthal angle in the
transverse plane, and l the azimuthal mode index, which de-
termines the orbital angular momentum l\ per photon @6–9#.
In the present paper we analyze the polarization entangle-
ment of twin photons and the corresponding intrinsic angular
momentum in a spherical basis using the Poincare´ sphere. As
an example we discuss the case of a crystal with C3v sym-
metry, where the propagation directions are chosen to coin-
cide with the symmetry axis of the crystal. As pointed out by
Bloembergen @10# in the context of second-harmonic genera-
tion, for this case a circularly polarized fundamental mode is
converted into a harmonic with the opposite circular polar-
ization. In a similar fashion, during SPDC, a circularly po-
larized pump photon creates a signal-idler photon pair with
the opposite circular polarization. For a pump photon with an
arbitrary polarization, a polarization entangled photon pair is
created. Obviously, the intrinsic angular momentum is in
general not conserved during this process. The change in
angular momentum of the light field is compensated by that
of the crystal medium.
In Sec. II we discuss a representation of the two-photon
polarization state on the Poincare´ sphere and we consider the
intrinsic angular momentum associated with the polarization.
We shall show that, for the process of SPDC, the polarization
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ization of the pump and by the nonlinear susceptibility of the
crystal. In Sec. III we derive properties of the susceptibility
tensor x (2) from symmetry arguments. We do this in the
basis of spherical unit vectors, which is unusual, but power-
ful and elegant. In Sec. IV we use the results from previous
sections to study the polarization entanglement and the asso-
ciated intrinsic angular momentum of twins created in a crys-
tal with C3v symmetry. We end with conclusions in Sec. V.
II. REPRESENTATION OF THE TWO-PHOTON
POLARIZATION STATE ON THE POINCARE´ SPHERE
A. Single-photon polarization states
The polarization vector of a light beam with a given
propagation direction can always be expressed as a linear
combination of the circular polarization vectors uW 61. We
take the propagation direction parallel to the z axis, in which
case the circular polarization vectors are given by
uW 1152
1
A2
~xW1iyW !,
uW 215
1
A2
~xW2iyW !, ~1!
where xW and yW are Cartesian unit vectors. For one photon,
these polarization states are denoted as u6&. When the states
u1& and u2& are mapped onto the states up and down of a
spin 1/2, each polarization state is equivalent to a specific
spin state. A pure state of a spin 1/2 is uniquely determined
by the expectation value ^SW & of the spin vector, which always
has a length of 1/2. Therefore, such a state can be repre-
sented in a unique way as a point on a sphere, commonly
called the Bloch sphere. Because of the aforementioned map-
ping, a pure polarization state is also represented by a point
on a sphere; the latter is named after Poincare´. The spherical
coordinates u and f of this point fully determine the polar-
ization state. The poles of the Poincare´ sphere correspond to
opposite circular polarizations, and points on the equator rep-
resent states of linear polarization. The ellipticity of the po-
larization is determined by the polar angle u , such that the©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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plex conjugate has the strength cos u. The angle between the
long axis of the ellipse and the x axis is equal to (p
1f)/2, where f is the azimuthal angle. The absolute value
of the overlap ueW 1*eW 2u of two polarization states is given by
cos(a/2), where a is the angular distance between the cor-
responding points on the Poincare´ sphere. Consequently, op-
posite points on the Poincare´ sphere always correspond to
orthogonal polarizations. The polarization of a photon that
corresponds to the point on the Poincare´ sphere with polar
angle u and azimuthal angle f is then given by ~see Fig. 1!
uu ,f&5cos~u/2!exp~2if/2!u1&1sin~u/2!exp~1if/2!u2& .
~2!
B. Two-photon polarization states
Now we use the Poincare´ representation for the descrip-
tion of the entangled polarization state uC&& of twin photons,
where the double ket is used to indicate that it is a two-
photon state. When one photon is detected in a selected po-
larization state uc (1)&5uu1 ,f1&, the state of the remaining
photon collapses into the state uc (2)&5uu2 ,f2&, which, apart
from a normalization factor, is given by ^c (1)uC&&. The two-
photon polarization state is then represented by the two
points on the Poincare´ sphere that correspond to the states
uc (1)& and uc (2)&.
As an example we discuss the singlet and triplet Bell
states, which are given by
uCS&&5
1
A2
~ ux&uy&2uy&ux&)5
1
iA2
~ u1&u2&2u2&u1&),
~3!
uCT&&5
1
A2
~ ux&uy&1uy&ux&)5
1
A2
~ u2&u2&2u1&u1&),
~4!
FIG. 1. Representation of the one-photon polarization state on
the Poincare´ sphere. If u5p/2, we have linear polarization in the y
direction for f50 and in the x direction for f5p . For u50 and
u5p , we have right- and left-handed circular polarizations, respec-
tively.03381where ux& and uy& form the basis of linear polarization. In
Fig. 2, the singlet and triplet Bell states are represented on
the Poincare´ sphere. For the singlet state ~3!, if we detect one
photon in a specific polarization state, the other photon is
projected in a state that is orthogonal to it. As a consequence,
the detected and projected states are antipodes on the Poin-
care´ sphere, that is
u11u25p ,
f12f25p mod~2p!.
For the triplet state ~4!, we find
u12u250,
f11f25p mod~2p!,
and we see that the detected and projected states have the
same latitude. Note that these relations are invariant if we
interchange the detected and projected states.
The states uc (1)& and uc (2)& cannot be interchanged in
general. For a state uC&& of the combined system, inter-
changeability of the detected and projected states holds, if,
for each pair of states uc (1)& and uc (2)& that are related by
uc (2)&}^c (1)uC&&, the opposite relation uc (1)&}^c (2)uC&& is
also satisfied. In the Appendix we prove that these conditions
do not hold unless the state uC&& is maximally entangled.
The singlet and triplet Bell states discussed above are maxi-
mally entangled states, and thus satisfy interchangeability. In
general, the two-photon polarization state is not maximally
entangled, thus the order of detected and projected states is
important.
C. Intrinsic angular momentum associated with polarization
As basis vectors for polarization we have taken the circu-
lar polarization vectors of Eq. ~1!. Then the expectation
value of the intrinsic angular momentum is in the z direction.
For the total intrinsic angular momentum operator in the
propagation direction S3, we have
FIG. 2. Representation of the singlet and triplet Bell states on
the Poincare´ sphere. The first photon is detected in the state with
label 1. Then the second photon is projected in the state labeled
with 2S and 2T for the singlet and triplet Bell states, respectively.4-2
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i
s3
i
,
where the summation runs over the photons and where s3
i is
the third Pauli matrix for photon i. For the third Pauli matrix
we can write s35u1&^1u2u2&^2u.
The expectation value of the intrinsic angular momentum,
in units of \ , for the one-photon polarization state ~2! is
given by cos u, where u is the polar angle on the Poincare´
sphere. The expectation value for both the singlet and triplet
Bell states vanishes. After detection of one photon in the
state uc (1)&5uu1 ,f1& the two-photon polarization state uC&&
collapses to the product state uc (1)&uc (2)&, with uc (2)&
}^c (1)uC&&. For the singlet Bell state, the detected and pro-
jected states are on opposite sides of the Poincare´ sphere, so
the expectation value of the intrinsic angular momentum af-
ter the detection vanishes as well. On the other hand, for the
triplet Bell state the detected and projected states have the
same latitude, so that after detection the expectation value of
the intrinsic angular momentum is 2 cos u1. We see that the
intrinsic angular momentum is not conserved. We will come
back to this point in Sec. IV C.
III. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY
TENSOR
A. Invariances of the susceptibility
The most common way to create a two-photon polariza-
tion state is by the process of SPDC. The basic process of
SPDC is the annihilation of one pump photon and the cre-
ation of two photons into the signal and the idler mode. The
interaction Hamiltonian arises from the nonlinear polariza-
tion of the medium coupled to the pump field, and corre-
sponds to three-wave mixing. The polarization dependence
of the interaction Hamiltonian is described by
HI5E drWx (2)AEW EW †EW †1H.c., ~5!
where EW is the positive-frequency part of the electric-field
operator, and the integration extends over the volume of the
medium. The three dots symbolize an inner product of the
second-order susceptibility tensor x (2) with the electric-field
vectors. The first part of the Hamiltonian describes down-
conversion, its Hermitian conjugate describes up-conversion.
The Hamiltonian can be written in the elegant form in Eq.
~5! because we consider operation in the optical regime
where x (2) is virtually frequency independent @11#.
The tensor x (2) has rank 3, and therefore it has 27 com-
ponents. For all materials with some spatial symmetry, not
all of these components are independent and nonzero. The
material transforms onto itself under the application of a cov-
ering operation of its symmetry group. Since the tensor x (2)
is a property of the crystal material, it must be invariant
under any one of these covering operations. This is known as
Von Neumann’s principle @11#. These operations form the
symmetry group of the crystal, and each covering operation
R is represented by a Cartesian matrix O(R). The suscepti-03381bility tensor must be identical to its transformation for each
covering operation R. This gives
x i jk
(2)5(
lmn
x lmn
(2) O~R ! liO~R !m jO~R !nk . ~6!
All indicated indices attain the values x, y, z. In this sense,
the symmetry properties of the susceptibility reflect the sym-
metry of the crystal. The identities in Eq. ~6! introduce rela-
tions between the different components of x (2), thereby re-
ducing the number of independent components.
The number of independent components of x (2) can be
found by applying group theory @12–14#. The independent
components themselves and their relations with the other
components can be obtained by using the method of direct
inspection @11,15,16#. The latter method can be illustrated by
considering materials that are invariant under space inver-
sion. The matrix elements of the transformation matrix of the
inversion operation I are simply O(I) i j52d i j . Hence, we
find from Eq. ~6! that x i jk
(2)5(21)3x i jk(2) . This shows that x (2)
vanishes for a material with inversion symmetry. Only the
susceptibilities of an even rank ~i.e., x (1), x (3), . . . ) can be
nonzero in a medium with inversion symmetry.
B. Rotations and spherical basis
Most crystalline materials that are of relevance for SPDC
are invariant under a rotation over an angle 2p/N about their
symmetry axis, which we take to be the z axis. To describe
the effect of a rotation, it is efficient to replace the basis of
Cartesian unit vectors xW , yW , and zW by the basis of spherical
unit vectors
uW 1152
1
A2
~xW1iyW !,
uW 215
1
A2
~xW2iyW !,
uW 05zW .
Note that we encountered uW 61 before in Eq. ~1! as the basis
vectors for circular polarization. These unit vectors transform
under rotations in the same way as the spherical harmonics
Y lm with l51. In particular, they are eigenvectors of the
rotation matrix about the symmetry axis.
When O(f) denotes the rotation matrix for a counter-
clockwise rotation about the z axis over an angle f , the
transformation reads
O~f!uW s5exp~2ifs!uW s , s521,0,11. ~7!
This eigenvalue character makes the spherical unit vectors
into the natural basis for analyzing the components of the
susceptibility tensor. In particular, on this basis, it is simple
to identify the components that must vanish. The spherical
components of the susceptibility are defined by the relations4-3
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(2) 5x (2)AuW ruW suW t , r ,s ,t521,0,11. ~8!
C. Nonvanishing spherical components of x 2
For a material with an N-fold rotation axis, we apply a
counterclockwise rotation about this axis over an angle
2p/N . We shall now determine the number of nonzero and
independent components of x (2) for all values of N. With the
invariance requirement ~6!, Eq. ~7! leads to the simple iden-
tity
xrst
(2) 5exp@2~r1s1t!2pi/N#xrst
(2)
, r ,s ,t521,0,11,
so that the component xrst
(2) must vanish whenever the expo-
nential factor differs from 1. It follows that the component
xrst
(2) can only be nonzero under the condition that
r1s1t5kN , ~9!
with k being an integer. Obviously, the sum r1s1t can
acquire the values 0,61,62,63 for the possible values of r ,
s , and t .
~1! For each value of N, the condition ~9! is satisfied when
the sum of the indices is zero. This is true when all indices
are zero, or when they are one of the six permutations of the
three different values 21, 0, 11. The corresponding seven
components can be nonzero for any value of N, and also
when the system possesses full axial symmetry.
~2! For N54 and higher, the condition ~9! cannot be
obeyed for any value of k other than 0, so that all compo-
nents other than these seven must vanish.
~3! For N53, the two components x111111
(2) and
x212121
(2) correspond to the condition ~9! with k561; they
can be nonzero in addition to the seven components men-
tioned above.
~4! For N52, the condition ~9! with k561 is obeyed by
the six components with r1s1t562; here r ,s ,t are per-
mutations of 11,11,0 or of 21,21,0. Only these six com-
ponents can be nonzero for N52, in addition to the seven
components mentioned above.
~5! Finally, there are 12 components for which r1s1t
561. These are the ones where r ,s ,t are permutations of
0,0,61 or of 71,6161. These components can only be
nonzero in the trivial case that N51. In this case without
any symmetry, no restriction is set for any one of the 27
components.
In general, materials have other symmetry operations be-
sides an N-fold rotation axis. The requirement that x (2) is
invariant under the additional operations introduces relations
between the nonzero components found above, thereby fur-
ther reducing the number of independent components.
D. Transverse part of x 2
In the case that pump, signal, and idler propagate parallel
to each other and to the symmetry axis, the polarization vec-
tors lie in the x-y plane. This we call the transverse configu-
ration. The only relevant part of the susceptibility in this case
is the transverse susceptibility xT
(2)
, defined as the projection03381of x (2) on this plane. Hence, xT
(2) contains the eight spherical
components xrst
(2) with r ,s ,t521,11 only. For the compo-
nents of xT
(2)
, the sum r1s1t can only attain the values
61,63.
For N52 and N54 and higher, it follows from Eq. ~9!
that all components of xT
(2) vanish. Hence a nonvanishing
transverse susceptibility xT
(2) only occurs for materials with-
out any symmetry, or for materials with a threefold rotation
axis. In the following section, we discuss the polarization
properties of twin photons created by SPDC in a crystal with
threefold rotational symmetry.
IV. SPDC IN A CRYSTAL WITH C3v SYMMETRY
A. Hamiltonian
We consider a crystal with C3v symmetry in the trans-
verse configuration. It has six covering operations, which are
generated by a rotation over 2p/3 and a reflection in a ver-
tical plane that contains the z axis, for which we take the x-z
plane. The corresponding matrix O(Rv) acting on the spheri-
cal unit vectors is represented by the transformation
O~Rv!uW 1152uW 21 , O~Rv!uW 2152uW 11 . ~10!
For the transverse configuration we are only interested in
xT
(2)
. As shown in Sec. III C, it follows from the threefold
rotation symmetry that x111111
(2) and x212121
(2) are the only
nonzero components of xT
(2)
. According to Eq. ~10!, the in-
variance relation ~6! applied to reflection about the x-z plane
yields the relation
x111111
(2) 52x212121
(2) [G . ~11!
Hence, for C3v , we find that xT
(2) is determined by a single
independent parameter G. This is in agreement with the re-
sult obtained using the procedure by Bhagavantam and
Suryanarayana @12#.
Now we obtain the Hamiltonian in the transverse configu-
ration for a crystal with C3v symmetry. For the positive-
frequency part of the electric-field operator, we write
EW ~rW ,t !}E dkW(
l
Avl~kW !al~kW !«W l~kW !exp@ ikWrW2ivl~kW !t# ,
where al(kW ) annihilates a photon with wave vector kW and
polarization vector «W l(kW ) and where the summation over l
runs over the two basis states of polarization. In the trans-
verse configuration, the index of refraction of the crystal
does not depend on the polarization for the common direc-
tion of propagation. We then have «W l(kW )→«W l and vl(kW )
→v(kW ), and we find that
EW ~rW ,t !}E dkW Av~kW !exp@ ikWrW2iv~kW !t#(
l
al~kW !«W l .
~12!
We see that the electric-field operator is split into a polariza-
tion part and a part concerning the modes in k space. As a4-4
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u6&. Since we are only interested in the polarization part, we
write
EW }a1uW 111a2uW 21 .
Here a1 and a2 are the annihilation operators for a photon
with right- and left-handed circular polarizations, respec-
tively.
From Eq. ~11! and the definition in Eq. ~8!, it follows that
the transverse susceptibility can be expressed in terms of the
spherical unit vectors uW 61 as
xT
(2)5G~uW 11* uW 11* uW 11* 2uW 21* uW 21* uW 21* !.
Using the fact that the spherical basis is unitary and that
~uW 11!*52uW 21 ,
we find that
uW 11uW 115uW 21uW 2150,
uW 11uW 21521.
We substitute the expressions that we obtained above in Eq.
~5! and, apart from an irrelevant overall factor, the Hamil-
tonian in the transverse configuration is found as
HI}G~ap1as2
† ai2
† 2ap2as1
† ai1
† !1H.c., ~13!
where the labels p, s, and i refer to the modes in k space of
the pump, signal, and idler photon, respectively. This shows
that the absorption of a left circularly polarized pump photon
is accompanied by the creation of a signal and an idler pho-
ton, which are both right circularly polarized, and vice versa.
B. Representation on the Poincare´ sphere
We now use the Poincare´ representation for the descrip-
tion of the entangled state of the two SPDC photons for a
given polarization of the pump. We consider a pump photon
in the state uup ,fp&. The interaction Hamiltonian ~13! in the
transverse configuration applied to this initial state yields, to
first order, the two-photon state
uC&&5cos~up/2!exp~2ifp/2!u2&u2&2sin~up/2!
3exp~1ifp/2!u1&u1&. ~14!
This expression gives the two-photon state as a linear super-
position of two-photon states that are pairwise orthogonal, so
that this state is already in Schmidt-decomposed form. Ac-
cording to the definition by Abouraddy et al. @17# the degree
of entanglement is sinup . For linear polarization (up
5p/2), the created two-photon state is maximally entangled.
We find the triplet Bell state ~4! in the case that the direction
of the linear polarization of the pump is parallel to the ver-
tical reflection plane containing the x axis, so that fp50.
The singlet Bell state ~3! cannot be obtained by choosing an
appropriate pump polarization since for the state uC&& of Eq.03381~14!, the overlap ^^CSuC&& with the singlet Bell state van-
ishes for all pump polarizations.
When one photon is detected in the selected polarization
state uc (1)&5uu1 ,f1&, the state of the remaining photon col-
lapses into the state uc (2)&5uu2 ,f2&}^c (1)uC&&. The
spherical angles u2 and f2 of uc (2)& are found to be given by
the equalities
tan~u1/2!
tan~u2/2!
5tan~up/2!, f11f21fp5p mod~2p!.
~15!
Note that the states uc (1)& and uc (2)& cannot be interchanged,
since in general the polarization state of the two created pho-
tons is not maximally entangled, except for the case of a
linearly polarized pump. The relation between the two polar-
ization states uc (1)& and uc (2)& is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
FIG. 3. Representation of a two-photon state created by SPDC
where the projected polarization state 2 is found upon detection in
state 1. The polarization of the pump is represented by the open dot
and labeled with p.
FIG. 4. Representation of the two-photon state created by SPDC
with a linearly polarized pump. Then the polarization states 1 and 2
have the same latitude on the Poincare´ sphere. For fp50, the re-
lation between f1 and f2 is represented by the dotted lines, for
fp5p/2 by the broken lines, and for fp5p by the continuous line.
The double arrow below and next to the axes represents the orien-
tation of the long axis of the polarization ellipse.4-5
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invariant when all angles are increased by an amount of
2p/3. This corresponds to a rotation in real space about the
z axis, or symmetry axis, over half this angle, that is, over
p/3, as can be seen from Eqs. ~7! and ~2!. This is somewhat
surprising, since the crystal is invariant only under a rotation
over 2p/3. To check consistency, we perform a rotation of
the crystal over an angle b about the z axis. Using the trans-
formation property under rotations in Eq. ~7!, we find that
the relation between x111111
(2) and x212121
(2) in Eq. ~11!
changes to
exp~23ib!x111111
(2) 52exp~13ib!x212121
(2)
.
Hence, a rotation over p/3 produces a sign change for xT
(2) as
a whole, which does not change the polarization properties
of signal and idler. The same conclusion follows by noting
that a polarization state is basically unchanged by a rotation
over 6p . Therefore, a rotation of all polarization vectors
over p/3 is equivalent to a rotation of the polarization states
over 22p/3, or, for that matter, a rotation of the crystal over
2p/3.
The Hermitian conjugate of the interaction Hamiltonian in
Eq. ~13! represents the nonlinear process of up-conversion.
This process transforms the two-photon polarization state
uc (1)&uc (2)& into the one-photon state uup ,fp&. The spherical
angles up and fp can then again be obtained from Eq. ~15!,
but with the labels 1 and p interchanged.
C. Intrinsic angular momentum
For a pump photon in the state uup ,fp&, the expectation
value of the intrinsic angular momentum, in units of \ , is
given by cosup , while for the two-photon state ~14! created
by SPDC in the crystal we find 22 cos up . We see that the
intrinsic angular momentum is not conserved in the process
of SPDC, while, in the transverse configuration, the orbital
angular momentum is conserved @3–5#. In order to satisfy
conservation of total angular momentum, we conclude that
there must be a transfer of angular momentum to the crystal
@10#. The expectation value of the amount of transferred an-
gular momentum to the crystal is then 3 cos up . Like we saw
in Sec. II C when discussing the triplet Bell state ~4!, the
actual amount of transfer of angular momentum to the crystal
will depend on the detected polarization state uc (1)&, which
shows the highly nonlocal nature of the transfer.
Conservation or nonconservation of angular momentum
in SPDC depends on the transformation properties of the
Hamiltonian under rotation. The orbital angular momentum
depends on the position dependence of the complex field
amplitude, and its conservation results from the fact that the
Hamiltonian does not depend on position. On the other hand,
the intrinsic angular momentum depends on the polarization
properties of the fields, which are determined by the tensor
character of x (2). The effect of a rotation about the symmetry
axis in the spherical basis is a complex phase change, since
the spherical basis vectors are eigenvectors of rotation. For
C3v symmetry, the relevant elements x111111
(2) and x212121
(2)
are only invariant under a rotation over an angle of 2p/3 and03381not under a rotation over an arbitrary angle. As a conse-
quence, in case of a crystal with C3v symmetry, the intrinsic
angular momentum is not conserved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the use of a spherical basis for describ-
ing polarization entanglement of twin photons as produced in
the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion.
This choice leads to a very transparent discussion regarding
the conservation of intrinsic angular momentum in SPDC.
We have used the Poincare´ sphere to describe arbitrary po-
larization states of pump, signal, and idler. On this sphere,
the singlet Bell state corresponds to a pair of antipodes,
while in the triplet Bell state, the photons have equal latitude.
We have employed the spherical basis to analyze the po-
larization entanglement of signal and idler as it arises in the
process of SPDC in a crystal of C3v symmetry when all
optical beams are collinear with the symmetry axis of the
crystal. We have shown that the threefold crystalline symme-
try is a prerequisite for SPDC in this geometry. For this
crystal and geometry, we have derived simple relationships
between the spherical coordinates of pump, signal, and idler
photons on the Poincare´ sphere; these relationships provide
direct insight into the issue of conservation of intrinsic an-
gular momentum.
Twin photon generation in the chosen configuration can-
not be phase matched; experimental realization of SPDC in
the proposed geometry will therefore be nontrivial. With a
beta-barium-borate ~BBO! crystal (C3v symmetry!, cut for
0° phase matching, having a length equal to the coherence
length (’13 mm at l5800 nm @18#!, such an experiment
should be feasible.
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APPENDIX: INTERCHANGEABILITY OF DETECTED
AND PROJECTED STATES
When a quantum system consisting of two subsystems 1
and 2 with the same dimension d is in a state uC&&, and
system 1 is detected in the state uc (1)& , system 2 is projected
into the state uc (2)& that is proportional to the partial inner
product ^c (1)uC&&. In general, the inverse statement is not
true: detection of system 2 in uc (2)& projects system 1 in a
state that is not necessarily equal to uc (1)& . In this appendix
we prove that the roles of uc (1)& and uc (2)& can be inter-
changed for all choices of the detected state if and only if the
state uC&& is maximally entangled.
Consider a state uC&& for which the detected state and the
resulting projected state can be interchanged. For any nor-
malized detected state uc (1)& of system 1, the resulting nor-
malized projected state uc (2)& of system 2 obeys the identity
^c (1)uC&&5cuc (2)&,4-6
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5^c (1)u^c (2)uC&&. Because of the assumption of inter-
changeability, we can also write
^c (2)uC&&5cuc (1)&,
with the same normalization constant.
We choose an orthonormal basis ucn
(1)& of system 1. De-
tection of system 1 in the state ucn
(1)& projects system 2 in the
state ucn
(2)& , defined by
^cn
(1)uC&&5cnucn
(2)&. ~A1!
This allows us to express the state uC&& in the form
uC&&5 (
n51
d
cnucn
(1)&ucn
(2)&. ~A2!
Now we use the interchangeability of the detected and pro-
jected states, which gives
^cn
(2)uC&&5cnucn
(1)&. ~A3!
Substituting Eq. ~A2! into Eq. ~A3! shows that the states
ucn
(2)& form an orthonormal basis of system 2.
Finally, we apply the assumption of interchangeability for
an arbitrary state uc (1)&5(n51
d anucn
(1)&. This gives for the
projected state of system 2,03381cuc (2)&5 (
n51
d
an*^cn
(1)uC&&5 (
n51
d
an*cnucn
(2)&,
where we used Eq. ~A1! in the last step. Conversely, when
we first detect system 2 in the state uc (2)&, system 1 is pro-
jected into a state proportional to
^c (2)uC&&5
1
c*
(
n51
d
ancn*^cn
(2)uC&&5
1
c*
(
n51
d
anucnu2ucn
(1)&.
This is proportional to the original state ucn
(1)& only when all
coefficients ucnu2 are identical. Then Eq. ~A2! can be ex-
pressed as a biorthogonal expansion
uC&&5
1
Ad (n51
d
exp~ ifn!ucn
(1)&ucn
(2)&, ~A4!
in which each term has the same strength. This is a state with
maximal entanglement.
On the other hand, when the state of the combined system
can be expressed in the form ~A4!, one easily checks that it
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